A plasma wakefield acceleration experiment is conducted at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. This experiment addresses the issues relevant to a meter-long plasma accelerator module in the context of a high-energy accelerator.
INTRODUCTION
Plasmas can sustain very large amplitude plasma waves. These waves can be excited by charged particle bunches or by intense laser pulses. In the plasma wakefield accelerator (PWFA), the space charge fields of a relativistic particle bunch exerts a radial force on the electrons of a neutral plasma, and drive a large amplitude plasma wake at the electron plasma frequency q,,=(nee2/&Om)'" where ne is the plasma electron density, e and m are the electron charge and rest mass, and c0 is the vacuum permeability. The plasma wake has a radial electric field that focuses or defocuses the particle bunch, and a longitudinal electric field that decelerates particles in the bunch. Under the appropriate conditions this field can accelerates particles of the same bunch or of a separate witness bunch.
In the linear theory valid for bunches with density nb smaller than ne, the amplitude of the longitudinal electric field can be written as: [l] ' '7) where N is the number of particles in the driving bunch, and is the root-mean-square length of the Gaussian bunch. The maximum gradient is obtained with a ne such that &=2nc/qe=4oZ This expression shows that with bunches typical of the Final Focus Test Beam of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (FFTB-SLAC, N=2x 10" particlehunch, q=0.6 mm), accelerating gradients larger than 100 MeVlm can be generated. This expression also shows the most attractive feature of the PWFA, namely the scaling of the accelerating gradient with the inverse square of the bunch length: eE,-s-'.
To increase the accelerating gradient the PWFA can be run in the non-linear or over-dense regime where nb>ne.
Full 2-D or 3-D particle in cell (PIC) numerical simulations using the OSIFUS code [2] have shown that in this regime the q-' scaling remains valid. [l] In this regime the head of the bunch expels all the plasma electrons fiom the bunch volume ("blow-out" regime), and leaves a pure ion column for the core of the bunch to propagate through. In the pure ion column, the radial electric field is given by:
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The ion column acts an aberration-free plasma lens on the electron bunch.
The main issues that have to be addressed experimentally to make a PWFA module attractive for high-energy physics are the following:
0
The making of meter-long sources of homogeneous plasma with ne in the lOI4 to 1OI6 cm3 range. The stable propagation (against the hose instability) of GeV particle beams through these plasmas.
The control of the transverse dynamics of GeV particle beams. The multiple betatron oscillations of the beam envelope observed with unmatched beams can be suppressed by matching the beam to the plasma, or by using hollow plasma channels. Bunch Radius Bunch Density Normalized potential of 5.4 eV, and is ionized by an ultra-violet (uv) laser pulse with 6.45 eV photons to values of ne up to ~5 x 1 0 '~ cm3. The plasma density is maintained approximately constant along the oven despite the uv absorption by focusing the laser beam along the Li column. The Li neutral/plasma column length L is obtained from longitudinal temperature profiles. The line integrated neutral density ( n d ) is measured using the hook method [4] and uv absorption. The line integrated plasma density ( n d ) was measured by CO2 laser interferometry [4] , and is routinely monitored using uv absorption and uv beam spot size measurements. The particle beam traverses a thin fused silica pellicle at 45" placed about 57 cm upstream from the Li vapor column (Fig. 1) . The uv ionizing laser beam is overlapped with the particle beam onto the pellicle and is reflected toward the Li vapor, thereby making the particle beam and the plasma co-linear. The particle beam size and shape is monitored bout 1 m upstream (US) and downstream (DS) of the plasma edges by imaging the optical transition radiation (OTR) emitted by the beam traversing thin titanium foils. The spatial resolution of the OTR images is -9 pm. After the plasma, the particle beam travels through a dispersive magnet, and a -1 mm thick piece of aerogel located -12 m DS from the plasma exit. The Cerenkov light emitted in the aerogel is spilt and one half imaged onto a CCD camera, yielding a time-integrated image of the particle beam at that location. The other half of the Cerenkov light is split, one half rotated and delayed, and both halves are imaged onto the slit of a streak camera with a 1 ps time resolution [5] . A single streak camera image thus yields both a time resolved spot size of the beam in the plane without dispersion (x-plane), and a time resolved energy spectrum of the beam in the dispersive plane of the magnet (y-plane). The dispersion in the aerogel plane is 10 cm corresponding to 285 MeV/mm. The imaging resolution is about -100 pm in both planes corresponding to -28.5 MeV in the y-plane. The beam position at different locations along the beam line is monitored using beam position monitors (BPMs). Typical a,, 0 ,
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AT THE SLAC-FFTB
parameters for the beam entering the plasma are shown in Table 1 . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH ELECTRONS

Beam focusing
With the parameters of Table 1 [6] However, as the electrons in the head of the bunch expel the plasma electrons, they experience a focusing force that is weaker than in the "blow-out" regime. The focusing force thus increases from the beam head until the "blow-out'' is reached. The associated dynamic focusing is also observed in the experiment.
Tail oscillation/hose instability
Transverse wake fields along the two mile long accelerator leading to the plasma source create a tail in the particle bunch. The strong transverse field of the plasma wake that focuses the bunch, can impart a transverse momentum to the bunch tail. The tail drifts ballistically from the plasma exit. The tail oscillates with twice the bunch envelope betatron period at any given plasma density. This tail oscillation is observed experimentally by measuring the beam center of charge position using BPMs and shows excellent agreement with the envelope model. The bunch tail acts as a seed for the beam hose instability. A simple linear theory for the hose instability of a short electron bunch in a preformed ion channel [7] predicts that the growth rate calculated with the E-157 experimental parameters is large enough for the hosing of the bunch to be observed. However, no significant hosing is observed in the experiment [8] , or observed in 3-D PIC numerical simulations of the experiment. [9] This difference is attributed to the channel formation process happening both in the experiment and in the numerical simulations which decreases the growth of the hose instability.
Synchrotron radiation
As the electrons oscillate along their betatron motion, they emit x-ray radiation in the 5-30 keV energy range. This radiation has been observed previously in the microwave wavelength range and referred to as ion channel radiation (ICL) [lo] . In the E-157 experiment the number of betatron oscillations experienced by the electrons is small (<6), the radiation is in the spontaneous regime, and its total power scales as the square of the plasma density. The x-rays are emitted in a very narrow cone in the forward direction with a very high brightness [Ill.
Beam steeringhefraction
When the bunch propagates in the homogeneous plasma the ion channel is axisymmetric, and the bunch does not experience an overall steering force. However, when the bunch crosses a plasmdvapor (or vacuum) boundary, ions are missing on the vapor side of the channel, and the ion channel becomes asymmetric. Therefore, the electron bunch emerging in vapor is attracted toward the plasma. This phenomena can be described a the refraction of the particle beam at the plasmdvapor boundary, much the Accelerator Conference, Chicago same way a photon beams are refracted when crossing the boundary between two dielectrics. This phenomena results from the collective response of the very low-density plasma (as compared to liquid or solid densities at play in the photon beam case) to the bunch propagation. A nonlinear Snell's law can be derived [12] that describes qualitatively the behavior observed in the experiment [13] : at low incidence angle, the beam is internally reflected, at higher incidence angle, the core of the beam crosses the boundary and its trajectory is deflected toward the plasma. Single beam images -12 m downstream from the plasma show that the beam is spilt in two: the head of the beam forming the ion channel is not deflected at the plasmdvacuum boundary, whereas the back of the beam, that travels in the channel, is refracted at the boundary.
Decelerat ion/A ccelerat ion
Magnetic quadrupoles have been recently added between the plasma source and the dispersive magnet. The optics allow for the imaging of the beam at the plasma exit onto the piece of aerogel where the beam energy measurement is performed [14] . The imaging system effectively removes the drift distance between the plasma and the aerogel. This prevents abeam tail drifting perpendicularly to the beam trajectory from appearing as an energy loss or gain signal on the streak camera images. In this case the contribution to the beam spot size in the y plane, the dispersive plane of the magnet, is dominated by the natural energy spread of the beam or by energy gain resulting from the PWFA interaction and not by the beam divergence or the bunch tail. Preliminary results show unambiguous evidence of energy loss and gain by the beam particle. These results are presently analyzed and the results will be published elsewhere.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH POSITRONS
Although the physics of the beadplasma interaction is qualitatively different for electrons and positrons, positrons can be focused and accelerated by plasmas.
Beam focusing
In the case of positrons and electrons, the focusing of the beam results from its partial or total charge neutralization by the plasma. In the case of positrons, the plasma electrons are attracted into the positron bunch. However, unlike in the electron bunch case, there is no blow-out regime, and plasma electrons are continuously attracted from all radii smaller than c/o&, and arrive on axis at times that depend on their initial radius. The focusing of a positron beam is thus an essentially dynamic process both along the bunch and in the radial direction. Stronger focusing is expected for positrons than for electrons since in the case of positrons the charge density neutralizing the bunch electrostatic field can be larger than that of the plasma. Time integrated images of the positron beam downstream from the plasma show that the overall beam is focused by plasma densities in the 10'2-10'3 cm-3 range. Detailed dynamic focusing of the positron bunch obtained from streak camera images will be published elsewhere [ 151.
FUTURE WORK
The beam transverse dynamics of an electron beam can be suppressed by matching the beam to the plasma (I/P=K). With the FFTB magnetic optics available for E-162 Run 2, beam sizes at the plasma entrance as small as 5 pm can be reached at beam line focal point located near the plasma entrance. Attempts will be made to produce a beam with a radius of about 10 pm at the plasma entrance, corresponding to the matched radius for a optimum plasma density for acceleration of about 1 . 5~1 0 '~ ~m -~. The accelerating gradient for positrons in a homogeneous plasma is smaller than that of an electron beam, because plasma electrons are attracted into the positron bunch volume from all radii <c/q,,. The plasma electrons arrival time on the beam axis can be 'timed" by sending the positron beam in a hollow plasma channel of radius =c/q,,. The accelerating gradient obtained in a hollow plasma channel is about twice that obtained in a homogeneous plasma [ 161. Acceleration of positrons both in an homogeneous plasma and in a hollow plasma channel will be investigated at the end of 2001.
Short electron bunches [ 171 will become available at SLAC at the end of 2002. A new plasma source will be developed to reach a plasma density of ~6 x 1 0 '~ ~m -~, optimum for the acceleration of electron bunches with 0 -1 00 pm. Excitation of accelerating gradients in excess of 4 GeVlm is expected with such parameters, leading to energy gains in excess of 1 GeV over 30 cm.
